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Abstract. The ESO VLT with its suite of infrared instruments (e.g.
ISAAC, VISIR) allows for an area-limited deep survey for infrared-bright
point sources in nearby local group galaxies. Data in four colours can be
collected: 3, 5, 10, and 20jlm; the 10/20jlm data can be complemented
with TIMMI2, a new instrument presently under construction for ESO's
3.6m telescope on La Silla. The scientific result will be a complete cata-
logue of obscured Asymptotic Giant Branch Stars in the LMC, the SMC
and the S-agittarius Dwarf Galaxy (SDG). Using mostly twilight time,
such a survey can be done for an area of ~ 100 Darcmin per year per
galaxy. At 10jlm the limiting flux is expected to be 2-3 orders of magni-
tude fainter than the IRAS point source catalogue. This catalogue would
give the first coherent sample of AGB stars with precise distances and
consequently absolute bolometric luminosities. It may lead to a substan-
tially better understanding of the mass loss of AGB stars, an important,
but as of today largely enigmatic phase of stellar evolution. As a by-
product many more IR-bright objects in the Magellanic Clouds, e.g. dust
envelopes around normal stars, luminous blue variable stars (LBV) or
compact obscured HII-regions, will be discovered. For the SDG no LBVs
or YSOs are expected as it had no star formation for the past 5 Gyr.
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1. Introduction

The European Southern Observatory's Very Large Telescope, which is presently
entering the operational phase will be equipped with a suite of multimode in-
struments. In the final stage there will be four 8m telescopes, each equipped
with 3 instruments, whereby all these instruments are quasi-simultaneously op-
erational. This means that, e.g. a change from large field deep optical imaging to
far-infrared medium resolution spectroscopy can be done in 10-15 minutes. For
this reason the project was already proposed and sketched in an earlier phase of
ESO's VLT (Kaufl et al. 1995).

For ground based thermal infrared imaging (i.e. A 2 3Jlm) the sensitivity
no longer depends on the technicalities of the observations, but is entirely domi-
nated by the thermal background produced by atmosphere, telescope and other
warm optics. This regime is usually referred to as Ilackground Noise Limited
£erformance (BLIP). The special aspects of this observing regime are described,
e.g. by Kaufl et al. (1991) and references therein. In this regime, dark-time, twi-
light time or even daytime are equally valuable for scientific observing. It is
therefore proposed to use part of the morning and evening twilight every day
(and potentially other unused time resulting from, e.g. Moon constraints) to per-
form a 4 color thermal infrared survey, literally without stealing a single photon
from any other project. With the three closest neighbour galaxies spread almost
perfectly in right ascension throughout the year, at least one galaxy is avail-
able at nearly any moment. On the other hand astronomical, nautical and civil
twilight for the Paranal site last typically 25 minutes each.

It needs, however, to be seen how much of this time, not useful for scientific
observations, will be necessary for calibrations (incl. sky flats). Depending of
the outcome, the available free-time for this survey is somewhere between 10
and 60 minutes per twilight. If we assume a total of 600 useful twilights per
year at two telescopes and an average time available per twilight of 20 minutes,
then the twilight survey could provide for an equivalent of up to 40 observing
nights. At 10Jlm the limiting flux for this survey is expected to be 2-3 orders of
magnitude fainter than the IRAS point source catalogue.

2. Resources

There are at least three instruments available for this survey: ISAAC, the
Infrared Spectrometer Qnd Array Qamera on VLT unit telescope #1, which
is presently being commissioned; VISIR, the VLT Imager and Spectrometer for
InfraRed, to be installed on the VLT unit telescope #3 in 2001; and TIMMI2,
the Thermal Infrared Multi Mode Instrument, available from Aug. 1999 on at
ESO's 3.6m telescope on La Silla. The latter could be used to bridge the gap
until the release of VISIR. For a description of ISAAC see, e.g. Moorwood 1997,
for VISIR, e.g. Rio et al. 1998 and for TIMMI2, Reimann et al. 1998. The per-
formance of the three instruments is summarized in Table 1. The sensitivities in
Table 1 have been calculated assuming the BLIP case, whereby neither particu-
larly optimistic nor particularly conservative assumptions have been made. The
performance of ISAAC at M may be worse by a factor of typically three, as one
may be forced to use narrow-band filters to trade in field versus sensitivity. Also
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the sensitivity at Q needs experimental verification. In all cases the sensitivity
has been corrected for an estimated degradation in image quality, taking into
account the fact that the VLT active optics may not work in closed loop during
twilight conditions.

ISAAC L-band
M-band

VISIR N -band
Q-band

TIMMI2 N-band
Q-band

A ~ 3.8j1.m
A ~ 4.76j1.m
A ~ 11.0j1.m
A ~ 19.0j1.m
A ~ 11.0j1.m
A ~ 19.0j1.m

field [arcsec]
30 x 30
30 x 30
38 x 38
38 x 38
70 x 90
48 x 64

sensitivity[la/ 6008]
19j1.Jy
23j1.Jy
225j1.Jy
1533j1.Jy
1200j1.Jy
7700j1.Jy

Table 1: Sensitivity of Various ESO Thermal Infrared Instruments

All observations will be carried out in standardized configurations using
ESO standard observing templates. In that sense the data reduction by the
ESO supplied tools (pipelines) will be sufficient. What is required is only an
adapted source extraction algorithm, some way to correlate sources (or upper
limits) observed at different wavelengths and some way to detect variabilities.

3. Scientific Rationale

The primary goal of this survey is to identify and characterize Asymptotic Giant
Branch stars, especially those which are obscured and therefore show exceptional
infrared brightness. Variability shall be assessed qualitatively.

The following aspects are well established for AGB stars:

• all stars with a main-sequence mass of less or equal 8M0 follow the evo-
lutionary track:
MS --+ Red Giant --+ Asymptotic Giant --+ Planetary Neb. --+ White dwarf

• total mass loss ftt
1

2 ifdt can be as high as ~ 6.6M8 (c.f. Weidemann 1993
or Koester & Reimers 1996).

• it is a very fast process, e.g. t2 - tl ~ 104 - 105 year (see, e.g. Iben &
Renzini 1983)

• they are of great importance for their mother galaxies (e.g. bol. luminosity,
chern. evolution, source of dust)

The detailed physical processes involved on all scales (e.g. the mass-loss mecha-
nism or the physics of dust-formation) remain enigmatic. The evolution (AGB,
proto-PN, PN + White Dwarf) is extremely fast, so that the structure of the star
is not in equilibrium which is indeed a major problem for model calculations.
Systematic analysis suffers from at least the following reasons:

• catalogues which exist or are presently being built (e.g. using DENIS data:
Cioni et al. 1999, Loup et al. 1998; or based on IRAS: van der Veen &
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Habing 1988) can only demonstrate the potential of this research, but
suffer from selection effects (e.g. incompleteness or bias against or towards
obscured objects)

• trigonometric parallaxes (Hipparcos) to get absolute bolometric luminosi-
ties for IRAS sources are no help: the diameters of the patchy and par-
tially obscured photospheres of AGB stars are measured in AUs, thus
the trigonometric parallaxes are smaller than the apparent diameters and
strongly affected by systematic errors; moreover, within 200pc, there are
only few AGB stars and none of those shows strong mass-loss.

A complete catalogue of AGB-stars with variability flag and with distances
known by association will allow for a new approach for research in this field,
especially also as the VLT and its suite of instruments allow for a spectroscopic1

follow-up on extragalactic stars (see Kaufl et al. 1995). Of particular value in
this context will be ESO's Qryogenic Infrared Echelle Spectrometer, as it will
allow to observe fully resolved molecular absorption lines (e.g. CO, SiO, H20)

in the 1 to 5J.-Lm wavelength region. CRIRES will approach a resolving power of 2
to 3 km s"! (see, e.g. Wiedemann 1998). As can be seen in the next section, the
location of a star in color-color or color vs. absolute magnitude diagrams alone
will already allow for a quite rigorous classification of the objects discovered in
this survey.

4. Sensitivity and Completeness

The amount of time available for the project will only influence the area which
can be surveyed but not the completeness. For an assessment of the completeness
a simple stellar model is being used: the star has a given absolute bolometric
luminosity L bol, a photosphere with a Planck spectral energy distribution of a
certain temperature Tphoto; it is enshrouded by a grey body dust envelope of
a given optical depth Tdust which by itself re-emits the absorbed photospheric
radiation with a black-body spectrum of a certain temperature TDust. Lbol has
been chosen to represent intrinsically faint stars in the respective class. Three
prototype stars are being considered:

• AGB star with low mass loss: L bol == 103 L(-), Tphoto == 3000K, TDust == 0.04

• AGB star with high mass loss: L bol == 103 L(-), Tphoto == 2500K, TDust == 1.00

• luminous blue variable star: L bol == 105 L(-), Tphoto == 50000K, TDust == 0.04

The following tables give the maximum distance dm ax in kpc, up to which these
model stars are detectable in 600s in the four colors, depending on the effective
temperature of the dust-envelope (Tdust). In a separate column the change of
magnitude (reddening) ~~~; introduced by the dust envelope compared to the
bare photosphere is given.

lIn the BLIP case, the signal-to-noise-ratio depends only on y'¥; see, e.g. Kaufl et al. 1991.
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As can be seen from Tables 2-3 the prototype AGB stars will be detected
by the survey in at least two colours up to 80 kpc. As they represent rather the
faint part of the population, the completeness for the survey can be guaranteed
for AGB stars. A major fraction of LBVs will be detected as well.

Tdust == SOOK
d "mag

max Udust

T du st == 200K
d "mag

max Udust

T du st == lOOK
d "mag

max Udust

T du st == 7SK
d "mag

max Udust

3.8J-lm 180kpc _o.omag 180kpc _o.omag 180kpc _o.omag 180kpc _o.omag

4.8J-lm 140kpc _O.lmag 140kpc _O.lmag 140kpc _O.lmag 140kpc _O.lmag

11.0J-lm 28kpc _o.smag 28kpc _0.4mag 23kpc -0.0 mag 23kpc _o.omag

19.0J-lm 7.7kpc _0.7mag 11kpc _1.6mag 8kpc _0.9mag 6kpc _0.3mag

Table 2: Maximum Detection Distance and Reddening of Prototype AGB star
with little mass loss

T du st == SOOK
d "mag

max Udust

Tdust == 200K
d "mag

max Udust

T du st == lOOK
dmax ~~:~

Tdust == 7SK
dmax ~;:s~

3.8J-lm 230kpc _1.2mag 13Skpc _o.omag 13Skpc _O.omag 13Skpc _o.omag

4.8J-lm 280kpc -2.1mag 110kpc _o.omag 110kpc _o.omag ll0kpc _o.omag

ll.0J-lm 140kpc _4.4mag 120kpc _4.0mag 2Skpc -0.8 mag 18kpc _o.omag

19.0J-lm 44kpc _s.omag 80kpc _6.3mag 47kpc _S.2mag 24kpc _3.7mag

Table 3: Maximum Detection Distance and Reddening of Prototype AGB star
with high mass loss

J-l p p p p

Table 4: Maximum Detection Distance and Reddening of Prototype LBV star

Aeff Tdust == 700K Tdust == 200K Tdust == lOOK Tdust == 7SK
dmax ~mag dmax ~mag dmax ~mag dmax

~mag

dust dust dust dust

3.8J-lm 3S0kpc _s.omag 37kpc _o.omag 37kpc _o.omag 37kpc _o.omag

4.8J-lm 380kpc _S.9mag 34kpc _o.smag 27kpc _O.omag 27kpc _O.omag

ll.0J-lm 130kpc _7.7mag lS0kpc _7.9mag 22kpc -3.8 mag 6kpc _o.smag

19.0 m 12k c _8.3mag lOOk c _9.9mag 60k c _9.2mag 30k c _7.7mag

At least for the SDG the majority of AGB-stars will be detectable in three or
more filters. Compared to surveys at shorter wavelengths (e.g. K', 2J-lm) the
false alarm probability is low. To be detectable at A 2:: 3J-lm, stars need to be
either exceptionally bright or red. Hence there will be little confusion with, e.g.
normal red giants. The variability flag will be valuable in this context as well.
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The annual area coverage of the survey can be estimated as follows: Under
the above assumptions 2000 minutes exposure time per galaxy per year per filter
can be expected. With VISIR for the LMC/SMC the observing time should be
of order of 8 minutes for a 38 x 38Darcsec field; i.e. a total area of 100Darcmin
per year can be expected. With ISAAC substantially shorter frame times than
8 minutes are sufficient for completeness; this will be used to repeat the survey
in the Land M band for different epochs (typically 3) to be able to flag the
variability of the objects. In case of the SDG, the time required per exposure
in the Nand Q-band may be substantially shorter and consequently the survey
area may be substantially larger, but the details depend on the overhead times
involved in repositioning the telescopes.

5. Outlook and Conclusions

The feasibility of a survey of the nearest local group galaxies for AGB stars
has been demonstrated. An official VLT proposal to test the validity of the
assumptions has been submitted. In a next step, the requirements for the data
reduction infrastructure to cope with the potential cornucopia of images/data
need a detailed assessment. Once this is completed the project will be submitted
officially as a Large Programme to the ESO observing programme committee.
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Lloyd Evans: Optical spectroscopists use much of the twilight time for calibrat-
ing observations!

Kiiuft: The morning/evening twilight from the onset of astronomical twilight to
sunrise/sunset is 80-90 minutes. For the sensitivity estimate we assume to get
effective access of 10-20 minutes of that time 300 days per year.
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